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___________________________________________________________________________
Election Form Update
The Oregon Medical Marijuana Program (OMMP) will be treating dispensaries, processing
sites, and growers at grow sites who did not submit an election form as a decision by them to
remain registered with the OMMP.
Note: If you are responsible for tracking using either the Cannabis Tracking System (CTS) or
the OMMP’s Oregon Medical Marijuana Online System (OMMOS), and you do not track, your
registration with the OMMP will be revoked.
Tracking and Reporting Update
All OMMP registered growers, dispensaries and processors must be aware of tracking and
reporting changes happening in 2018. The Cannabis Tracking System (CTS) will be
implemented no later than July 1, 2018. Until that occurs, tracking and reporting in the
OMMP’s Oregon Medical Marijuana Online System (OMMOS) is still required.
Dispensaries and Processors remaining with OMMP will be required to use the Oregon
Liquor Commission Control’s (OLCC) Cannabis Tracking System (CTS) once it is available.
Tracking in OMMOS is required until CTS implemented.
Qualifying growers (grow sites) will be required to track transfers and inventory either
through the OLCC’s Cannabis Tracking System (CTS) or the monthly reporting system
through the OMMP’s Oregon Medical Marijuana Online System (OMMOS), unless a grow site
is exempt from tracking.
For a grower to be exempt from either tracking system all items must be true:
1) You are a patient only growing for yourself at your residence; AND
2) There are no more than 12 mature plants and 24 immature plants being grown at the grow
site; AND
3) You are not transferring to a medical processor or dispensary.
Who is required to use the Oregon Medical Marijuana Online System (OMMOS)
If you meet any of the following criteria, you are required to report monthly into OMMOS:
1) You are a patient growing for yourself at your residence, where there are no more than 12
mature plants at the grow site, and you ARE transferring to a medical processor or
dispensary;
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2) You are a patient growing for yourself at a grow site that is NOT your residence and there
are no more than 12 mature plants at the grow site;
3) You are a grower designated to grow for a patient other than yourself at a grow site where
there are no more than 12 mature plants and there is also a patient growing for him or herself
at the grow site; OR
4) Your facility is either a dispensary, processing site, or grow site that indicated through the
election form process that your facility will transition to OLCC and you have submitted an
application to OLCC before January 1, 2018. You must continue to use the OMMP’s monthly
tracking system until your license is acted upon by OLCC.
If you meet any of the OMMOS reporting criteria above and have not yet created an online
account, please sign up for an account at: https://ommpsystem.oregon.gov.
Tracking and reporting your inventory and transfers is required every month. If you are
required to track in OMMOS and do not adhere to the required monthly reporting, your
OMMP registration will be revoked.
Who is required to use the Cannabis Tracking System (CTS):
1) Everyone growing at a grow site where there are more than 12 mature plants.
2) Any grower designated to grow for a patient at a grow site where there are no patients
growing for themselves, no matter the number of plants at the site. (The program will notify
you if you fall into this category.).
3) All Dispensaries and Processing sites remaining with OMMP.
OMMP understands that our registrants have numerous questions about CTS, such as how
to register to use CTS, when to pay for the use of CTS and how to get trained to use CTS.
We ask that growers, dispensaries, and processors be patient through this process. OMMP
will provide updates when they are available through our website, letters sent by mail, and
our email listserv.
CTS Information: healthoregon.org/ommpcts
Sign up for the OMMP listserv at: healthoregon.org/ommp, and click the link on the right that
reads, “Sign up for OMMP updates”.
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